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Please enter your zip code in the box above.

We provide the U.S. with the best pet fence on the market. Pet Stop systems use the most advanced technology available, and include our unmatched service you won't find anywhere else. We're pet lovers too, and will make sure you and your best friend are taken care of start to finish. 
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Terry Schnurr

Call us today and find out how Radio Pet of Central Ontario can provide you with a reliable, safe, electronic pet fence system that will give your pet the off-leash freedom, exercise and happiness they deserve…all while giving you the confidence that your pet is safely contained on your property.

Visit Our Website 





What Our Customers Are Saying…




















Friendly and relational customer service. Very sweet to my dog. Easy to understand and use system. Thorough training. Highly recommend!

Brooke Schaffer






















We installed Pet Stop system over 15 years ago. We always receive prompt and courteous service. Love to support a local business!

Cheryl Detweiler






















Pet Stop is the best solution for underground fence. They are always there to help and solve any issue.

Debbie Konarski
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Serving these counties and the surrounding areas:
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Text
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LET'S GET STARTED
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General FAQ's




+How is Pet Stop different from other Invisible Fence companies?

No other system can match the range of patented, customizable features and expert training offered by Pet Stop. Each Dealer is an expert in pet fencing. The GentleSteps training is a Pet Stop exclusive. EcoLite Rechargeable Receiver and its diagnostic charger are also exclusive to Pet Stop. Our customizable systems produce a 99.6% successful containment rating – the highest in the industry.

Founded in 1992, Pet Stop is managed by a team of industry pioneers with the most experience and highest pet aptitude in the business. Only Pet Stop combines our genuine love of pets with in-depth knowledge and commitment to technology to produce the finest, most reliable pet containment system in the world.






+Do you offer indoor systems?

Absolutely. We offer a battery operated and a wired option. Our indoor system is every bit as effective as our outdoor pet fence system, but operates on a slightly different principle. The indoor unit is designed to customize areas of the home for your dog or cat to avoid, rather than keep contained within; however, the system can be used to limit a pet’s habitat if need be. Find out more about our indoor unit by visiting products.






+Does Pet Stop work with cats?

Absolutely. We’re proud to have one of the most effective systems on the market for cats as well as dogs. Sure, electronic fence systems were originally designed with dogs in mind, but our feline containment program is very successful, especially in establishing cat-free zones within the home.






+Are your products compatible with other systems?

Yes. Pet Stop is compatible with most other pet containment systems available on the market today, including Invisible Fence® brand products.
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Introducing Link


Imagine a pet fence system that links to your smart phone

Now there’s Link™, an amazing breakthrough in pet fencing. With Link™ you’ll have access to real-time information at your fingertips and so will your Pet Stop Dealer.
Ask your Dealer about Link™ and the ability to install now.





LEARN MORE
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